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A SAFER DRIVING
EXPERIENCE

Protect your windshield against damage
by stone, sand and road debris
10X stronger than factory windshields.
Hydrophobic - repels rain, snow, slush, insects & more.
Inhibits glass pitting, small chips and fine scratches
HD Clarity - Reduce glare, extend reaction time,
safer driving at night and during inclement weather.
Improve driver reaction time.

Perfectly formulated to manage
the tough Canadian environment.

Improving visibility during precipitation events and at night
can improve your reaction time and create a safer driving
experience for you and your family. When Clear Armor is
applied to your windshield, it makes visibility crisper as
though you were looking through HD glass.
The Clear Armor process fills in all the peaks and valleys that
glass naturally has, increasing repellency by sealing the
windshield. This makes rain, insects, snow, and frost
easier to remove.
Clear Armor is a product that has outstanding durability, very
long service life, very high abrasion resistance and chemical
resistance.
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THE NATURE OF GLASS

RO C K S

LIGHT

Under a microscope you will be able to see that glass is not
flat. There are peaks and valleys that leave the glass
vulnerable to road debris, making it easy to chip and crack.
When a stone glances off your windshield it can catch one of
these peaks or valleys and damage your windshield.

WAT E R

T R E AT E D G L A S S

The thousands of peaks and valleys in your windshield also
refract light. When light is refracted it creates a blurry image
or what we perceive as road glare.
By applying the Supra ClearArmor windshield treatment you
eliminate the three elements above, giving you a stronger
windshield, clearer vision by reducing glare, and the ability to
remove ice, snow and even insects with ease.
The information contained above is only an overview of the product.

Protect yourself by asking for Supra Clear Armor windshield
protection to be applied to your windshield today.

